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Dream A Little Dream Of Me
Writing with a novelist's sensitivity toward language, Kocks
explores the idea that Americans have historically looked to the
land for answers to society's problems. To illustrate this point,
she shows that the frontier state with its homestead program
was actually the predecessor of the modern welfare state.
Instead of money, the federal government gave away land.
Kocks shows how we have "forgotten" the politics and history
behind this giveaway and unravels the significance of this
forgetting for our national consciousness.
The average person will dream over 150,000 dreams in a
lifetime--each one a complex web of imagery and deeper
meaning. The Complete Dream Book uses the interpretation of
28,000 actual dreams from contemporary dreamers, just like
you, to help you access the substance and meaning of your own
dreams. Discover: --Who's who in your dreams --Which dreams
recur during certain life stages --The true meaning behind your
nightmares --Why you have certain dreams again and again
--How to tell if a dream is worth interpreting--and if you've
done it correctly --The phenomenon of precognitive dreams The
Complete Dream Book is the only dream interpretation book
based on concrete data about real people's dreams and how the
real events in their lives relate to their nighttime visions.
It was just a local newspaper column, right? But when reporter
Molly Popp touted the marriage-worthiness of local rancher
Bob Jacobs, would-be wives descended on his Mule Hollow
ranch by the busload. Molly felt guilty for the ruckus she'd
caused— especially when Bob was injured rescuing an
overzealous admirer from a bull. There was nothing else cityslicker Molly could do but pitch in and help Bob out. That is,
until word of her column brought the job offer she'd been
praying for and a choice she never thought she'd have to make:
a Manhattan byline or Mule Hollow's most eligible bachelor.
Did you know that a dream about a blanket can either be a
warning to guard your investments or a sign that you can
expect financial gain--depending on the context? Or that a
dream about lightening generally precedes good luck? From
the time Jacob dreamt of a ladder to heaven, through the era of
Freud and Jung, right up to the findings of the latest sleep
research, the wise have believed that dreams hold important
secrets. In this A-Z dictionary of dream symbols, a psychic
counselor applies both traditional and scientific approaches to
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provide a handy key to what your dreams are saying. From
anchor to zebra, all dream symbols are analyzed, showing how
they bring us messages, reveal our hidden wishes and mental
states, and even foretell our future. Readers everywhere will
use this little book to learn what their subconscious is trying to
communicate. Examples of dreams and their meanings:
Alligator: Treachery and secret enemies are about Garlic: You
are on the way up and will achieve wealth Snakes: Forthcoming
problems and deceit Vermin: Petty irritations Cancer: A long
life, if you don't overdo it! Parking: Time to wind down a
relationship This little dictionary is an ideal reference for your
nightstand. When you wake from sleep, quickly refer to this
book and discover the meaning of your dreams.
Salt & Stone
Dream On
The Darkening Dream
Dream A Little Dream
A man and a woman want the same thing, and are ready to fight each other for it . . . “I love all
of Sue Moorcroft’s books!” (Katie Fforde) Liza Reece has a dream of running her own business.
So when she’s given an opportunity to take over the holistic center she works at, she jumps at
the chance. The only problem is money—which she has none of. And unfortunately for her,
someone else has his eyes on her prize . . . Dominic Christy has his own dream and he’s not
going to be stopped. He has the money that’s needed to turn a somewhat low-rent holistic
center into something special that he can call his own. And his plans definitely don’t include Liza
and her team of misfits. But dreams have a way of changing—and as Dominic and Liza
scramble to get what they want for themselves, they start wanting something else too, in this
emotional, romantic novel by the award-winning author of The Christmas Promise.
A Desperate Young Mother Rachel Stone's bad luck has taken a turn for the worse. With an
empty wallet, a car's that's spilling smoke, and a five-year-old son to support, she's come home
to a town that hates her. But this determined young widow with a scandalous past has learned
how to be a fighter. And she'll do anything to keep her child safe—even take on. . . A man With
No Heart Gabe Bonner wants to be left alone, especially by the beautiful outcast who's invaded
his property. She has a ton of attitude, a talent for trouble, and a child who brings back bad
memories. Yet Rachel's feisty spirit might just be heaven-sent to save a tough, stubborn man.
Dare To Dream Welcome to Salvation, North Carolina—where a man who's forgotten what
tenderness means meets a woman with nothing to lose. here two endearing lovers will set off on
a funny, touching journey of the heart. . .to a place where dreams just might come true.
Love, secrets, and new dream world threats follow Liv Silver in the sequel to Dream A Little
Dream. Things seem to be going well for Liv Silver: she's adjusting to her new home (and her
new family) in London; she has a burgeoning romance with Henry Harper, one of the cutest
boys in school; and the girl who's been turning her dreams into nightmares, Anabel, is now
locked up. But serenity doesn't last for long. It seems that Liv's troubles are far from over—in
fact, suddenly they're piling up. School gossip blogger Secrecy knows all of Liv's most intimate
secrets, Henry might be hiding something from her, and at night Liv senses a dark presence
following her through the corridors of the dream world. Does someone have a score to settle
with Liv? Romance, adventure, and danger abound in Dream On, the second book in the Silver
trilogy, another winning, magical fantasy series from Kerstin Gier, the author of the bestselling
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Ruby Red trilogy. Just Dreaming, the conclusion to the Silver trilogy, is soon to follow.
THREE GENERATIONS UNDER ONE TURRET: from bestselling author Antoinette
Stockenberg comes a witty, modern fairy tale of romance and family and ghostly star-crossed
lovers. For centuries, Fair Castle stood peaceably enough in the north country of England, until
its suddenly impoverished owners were forced to sell it—to a suddenly wealthy American
couple who had the castle moved, stone by stone, to a knoll overlooking the Hudson River in
New York. There they've lived happily, though not very lavishly, with their daughter and
granddaughters, all of them chipping in to give tours of the castle while still nurturing their artistic
sides. And then one day, when no one is looking, a tall, dark, and very handsome stranger
appears—along with the usual tourists—in the Great Hall of Fair Castle. Wildly rich from the
sale of a software company he founded and then sold, William Braddock, Baron of Norwood, is
on a mission to conquer all within Fair Castle and then move the thing back to England. Why
not? It's his family's castle. It's his beloved grandmother's fond dream, and Will will do anything
to make it come true for her. But a fiery opponent stands in his way: Elinor MacLeish, the
owners' granddaughter and a successful writer of children's books that are set in a castle very
much like the one she lives in. Will finds himself jousting repeatedly with Elinor, except when
he's crossing swords with another who also has an agenda. And then there is the pair whose
ties to Fair Castle are far, far more ancient than those of anyone else .... Reviews "This
humorous, well-crafted and inventive novel is certain to establish Stockenberg as a major voice
in women's fiction." —Publishers Weekly "A delightful blend of goosebumps, passion and
treachery that makes this novel a truly exhilarating read. Ms. Stockenberg delivers once again."
—Romantic Times "A truly wonderful modern fairy tale—complete with meddlesome ghosts, an
enchanted castle, and a knight in shining armor. DREAM A LITTLE DREAM casts a powerful
romantic spell. Run, don't walk, to purchase a copy of this magical romance." —Kristin Hannah
"It's one of those books that will keep you turning pages well into the night and into the next
night as well." —Middlesex News "A well-written story with a definite Gothic touch." —Library
Journal "Witty, charming, and most of all, fun to read. It has intrigue, mystery, humor, and
excitement [with] unforgettable characters." —Literary Times "A well-rounded cast of eccentric
characters and a plot filled with 'things that go bump in the night' will keep you turning the pages
into the wee hours, and the satisfying conclusion will leave you smiling when you finally do close
the cover." —Dubuque Telegraph Herald "Stockenberg gives this amusing and intricately
plotted story a special sparkle that will enthrall many readers." —Gothic Journal "The story is
exciting and kept me glued to this well-written book. The dialogue is extremely witty and
sparkling, and I loved the mystery to solve that involved the ghosts." —The Belles & Beaux of
Romance
A Little Brown Dog's A-Z Book of Inspiration
Land and Social Justice in Modern America
Blood Meridian
Dream a Little Dream of Me
A Spring 2017 Indie Next Selection Nina Laden’s warm and lyrical picture book sees and
appreciates through a child’s eyes how fortunate we are to live in the world we do.
Celebrate the wonder of the world in this reassuring picture book about the joy, love, and
beauty that is part of each and every day. Our world is full of possibilities if you look for
them.
A classic science fiction novel by Ursula K. Le Guin, one of the greatest writers of the
genre, set in a future world where one man’s dreams control the fate of humanity. In a
future world racked by violence and environmental catastrophes, George Orr wakes up one
day to discover that his dreams have the ability to alter reality. He seeks help from Dr.
William Haber, a psychiatrist who immediately grasps the power George wields. Soon
George must preserve reality itself as Dr. Haber becomes adept at manipulating George’s
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dreams for his own purposes. The Lathe of Heaven is an eerily prescient novel from awardwinning author Ursula K. Le Guin that masterfully addresses the dangers of power and
humanity’s self-destructiveness, questioning the nature of reality itself. It is a classic of the
science fiction genre.
'Funny, charming and un-put-downable' Susan Mallery Rachel Stone's bad luck has taken a
turn for the worse. With an empty wallet, a car's that's spilling smoke and a five-year-old
son to support, she's come home to a town that hates her. But this determined young
widow with a scandalous past has learned how to be a fighter. And she'll do anything to
keep her child safe . . . Gabe Bonner has just about survived the loss of his wife and child.
Now all he wants is to be left alone, especially by the beautiful outcast who's invaded his
property. Rachel has a ton of attitude, a talent for trouble and a child who brings back
painful memories. Yet this woman with nothing left to lose might just be the one person
strong enough to teach a tough, stubborn man how to love again. Praise for Susan
Elizabeth Phillips: 'Fall into the addictive voice of Susan Elizabeth Phillips - compulsively
readable and deeply satisfying!' Robyn Carr 'I always laugh my head off when I read Susan
Elizabeth Phillips' novels. She never fails to leave a smile on my face' Catherine Coulter 'I
love Susan Elizabeth Phillips' books. Her writing is infused with intense emotion, sharp
characterization, subtle wit and a rare energy that is absolutely irresistible. When I open
one of her books I know I'm in for an exhilarating ride. This is women's fiction at its best'
Jayne Ann Krentz
Syndicated journalist Georgie Anne Geyer calls on her nearly forty years of experience
covering Latin America to create an extraordinary biography that reveals the untold story
of Fidel Castro, revolutionary and demagogue. Based on hundreds of interviews and unique
sources-including four extensive personal interviews with Castro-Guerilla Prince is an
intimate and revealing portrait, charged with all the electricity of the charismatic leader.In
this updated edition, Ms. Geyer presents new insights and addresses the changes since the
1991 release of Guerilla Prince in hardcover-the collapse of the Soviet Union, the internal
unrest, and the growing anticipation of a post-Castro Cuba.
The Little Book of Dream Symbols
The Essential Guide to Over 700 of the Most Common Dreams
Number 4 in series
Dream a Little Dream, Chapters 1-5
How far would you go to survive? In FIRE & FLOOD, Tella Holloway faced a dangerous trek through
the jungle and a terrifying march across the desert, all to remain a Contender in the Brimstone Bleed for
a chance at obtaining the Cure for her brother. She can't stop - and in SALT & STONE, Tella will have
to face the unseen dangers of the ocean, the breathless cold of a mountain, and twisted new rules in the
race. But what if the danger is deeper than that? How do you know who to trust when everyone's
keeping secrets? What do you do when the person you'd relied on most suddenly isn't there for support?
How do you weigh one life against another? The race is coming to an end, and Tella is running out of
time, resources, and strength. At the beginning of the race there were one hundred twenty-two
Contenders. As Tella and her remaining friends start the fourth and final part of the race, just forty-one
are left . . . and only one can win. Victoria Scott's stunning thriller will leave readers' hearts racing!
25th ANNIVERSARY EDITION • An epic novel of the violence and depravity that attended America's
westward expansion, Blood Meridian brilliantly subverts the conventions of the Western novel and the
mythology of the Wild West—from the bestselling, Pulitzer Prize–winning author of The Road Based on
historical events that took place on the Texas-Mexico border in the 1850s, it traces the fortunes of the
Kid, a fourteen-year-old Tennesseean who stumbles into the nightmarish world where Indians are being
murdered and the market for their scalps is thriving.
Two "Mule Hollow" novels by beloved author Debra Clopton NO PLACE LIKE HOME Dottie Hart
made a promise and has to get to California. But when the candy maker gets stranded in Mule Hollow,
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Texas, handsome sheriff Brady Cannon—her polar opposite—has her dreaming of staying forever. With
the help of town matchmakers, she may find a way to call Mule Hollow home for good. DREAM A
LITTLE DREAM After writing about the lonely ranchers in Mule Hollow, reporter Molly Popp is
responsible for all the would-be wives who travel to the Texas town. One confirmed bachelor cowboy
isn't too pleased—especially when he can't seem to get the pretty city slicker off his mind. "Debra
Clopton writes a terrific story with a great mix of humor and tenderness." —RT Book Reviews
A small-town judge meets her match in a rodeo star troublemaker, but soon they may both end up
targets of the town's matchmakers in this delightful and heartwarming tale of romance. Darcy Jones
Harper is thrilled to have finally shed her reputation as the girl from the wrong side of the tracks. The
people of Sunshine Valley have to respect her now that she’s the new town judge. But when the bad boy
who broke her heart back in high school shows up in her courtroom, she realizes maybe things haven’t
changed so much after all . . . because her pulse still races at the sight of him. Jason Petrie wants to
make amends for the mistakes of his youth—starting with the woman he never stopped loving. Darcy may
not believe that he really intends to quit the bull riding circuit and stick around this time but Jason
vows—with the help of the matchmaking Widows Club—to pull out all the stops to convince her that they
both deserve a second chance.
Little Nemo
Dream a Little Christmas Dream
Bearing an Hourglass
A Midsummer-night's Dream

Mysterious doors with lizard-head knobs. Talking stone
statues. A crazy girl with a hatchet. Yes, Liv's dreams have
been pretty weird lately. Especially the one where she's in
a graveyard at night, watching four boys conduct dark magic
rituals. The strangest part is that Liv recognizes the boys
in her dream. They're classmates from her new school in
London, the school where she's starting over because her mom
has moved them to a new country (again). But what's really
scaring Liv is that the dream boys seem to know things about
her in real life, things they couldn't possibly know—unless
they actually are in her dreams? Luckily, Liv never could
resist a good mystery, and all four of those boys are pretty
cute....
Can the man you meet in your dreams become your life mate?
Don't miss New York Times bestselling author Megan Hart's
scintillating romance... The first time Mariella Finch made
love to Butler Meadows they had just escaped from a
soul–eating monster. What began as Butler's nightmare turned
into one of the most intensely exciting nights Mariella had
ever had in the land of Ephemeros, the land of dreams. And
in Ephemeros, Mariella has the power to shape reality and
her physical appearance. When Mariella finds Butler in the
waking world, he doesn't recognize her. Sweet and shy,
Butler is the man she never knew she was looking for. But
he's reluctant to show the passion he feels free to release
in their nocturnal rendezvous. Mariella knows that she can
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use everything she learns about Butler in Ephemeros to make
him love her. What she doesn't know is if she wants a
romance built on lies and fantasy–or if Butler will ever
trust her if he knows the truth.
At seventeen, Lizzie Thornton left her hometown of Fair
Haven to pursue her musical dreams--and to run from Trent
Younger, the boy who broke her heart. Now a successful
singer, Lizzie returns to Fair Haven nine years later. When
she runs into Trent at her brother's wedding, she discovers
he's no longer the shy boy she left behind. He's a sexy,
confident man who knows what he wants--and what he wants is
her. When a night of passion results in unexpected
consequences, Lizzie must grapple with prior heartbreak and
with accepting that she still loves the one man she could
never forget. Trent Younger grew up on the wrong side of the
tracks, and he fought tooth and nail to establish himself as
one of the most successful restaurateurs in Fair Haven. Yet
he's never forgotten Lizzie Thornton, the girl he adored,
the same girl who left him to pick up the pieces of his life
after tragedy struck them both. As Trent uncovers the layers
of Lizzie's guarded heart, he realizes that he doesn't just
want her in his bed. He wants her in his life--forever. Yet
even as love rekindles, their pasts threaten to drive them
apart. Unless they confront their demons, Lizzie and Trent
may jeopardize a love that has already withstood the test of
time.
The gorgeously romantic novel from the bestselling author of
Billy and Me and Always With Love Sarah is doing just fine.
Sure she's been single for the last five years, and has to
spend an uncomfortable amount of time around her exboyfriend, his perfect new girlfriend and all their mutual
friends. And yes, her job as a PA to one of the most
disgusting men in London is mind-numbingly tedious and her
career is a constant disappointment to her mother. But it's
really okay. She's happy (ish). So it's not surprising that
when Sarah starts dreaming about a handsome stranger, she
begins to look forward to falling asleep every night.
Reality isn't nearly as exciting. That is until her dreamstranger makes an unexpected real-life appearance, leaving
Sarah questioning everything she thought she wanted. Because
no one ever really finds the person of their dreams . . . do
they? 'Saucy, fun and full of heart. This is Giovanna's most
accomplished novel yet! This book ticked every one of our
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must have boxes' Heat 'Tons of charm and genuine warmth'
Star
Complete Dream Book
A Three-act Farce
My First Lullabies
The Lathe Of Heaven
Download the first five chapters of Dream a Little Dream, the first book a new trilogy
brimming with mystery, humor, and romance from the New York Times–bestselling author of
the Ruby Red Trilogy, Kerstin Gier! Liv has been dealing with a lot lately. She and her family
have just moved in with her mother's new boyfriend in London, and she's starting over
(again) at a new school. But Liv isn't sure that explains her dreams, which have gone from
odd to...well, bizarre. Lately, her nighttime hours have been filled with talking stone statues,
mysterious corridors, and creepy rituals conducted by four boys in a graveyard. The
strangest part is that Liv recognizes the boys. They're classmates from her new school, and
they seem to know things about her that they couldn't possibly know...unless they actually
are in her dreams? Luckily, Liv never could resist a good mystery, and all four of those boys
are pretty cute...
Disturbed by his own nightmares, Dr. Zomboss invents a machine that allows him to enter
the dreams of Neighborville's citizens. Zomboss hopes to hypnotize humans, using their
dreams, into liking and approaching zombies instead of fearing them and running away.
Brainwashed and dream-influenced citizens galore need Crazy Dave, his army of powerful
plants, his genius niece Patrice, and neighborhood friend Nate to steer them in the correct
direction--away from zombies! Eisner Award-winning writer Paul Tobin (Bandette, Genius
Factor) collaborates with artist Christianne Gillenardo-Goudreau (Plants vs. Zombies: Better
Homes and Guardens, Plants vs. Zombies: Multi-ball-istic) for a brand-new Plants vs.
Zombies original graphic novel!
Things seem to be going well for Liv Silver: she's adjusting to her new home (and her new
family) in London; she has a burgeoning romance with Henry Harper, one of the cutest boys
in school; and the girl who's been turning her dreams into nightmares, Anabel, is now locked
up. But serenity doesn't last for long. It seems that Liv's troubles are far from over--in fact,
suddenly they're piling up. School gossip blogger Secrecy knows all of Liv's most intimate
secrets, Henry might be hiding something from her, and at night Liv senses a dark presence
following her through the corridors of the dream world. Does someone have a score to settle
with Liv? Romance, adventure, and danger abound in Dream On, the second book in the
Silver trilogy.
Olivia Weber has big dreams. Her dreams include a highly successful job in the city with all
the expensive clothes and entertainment that go along with success. The Roaring Twenties
passed her by with little more than a whimper. She sets out to make her dreams come true,
but those dreams plunge along with the stock market. The Depression of the 1930s sets
Olivia back. She finds that the city life can no longer be a part of her goals and she must
return to the life she so desperately wanted to leave behind. Should she give up a lifetime of
dreams? How can Olivia find contentment when all her dreams are gone? Pat Miller and her
husband, Lynn, live in Colorado. Pat is a former Colorado State Representative. She is active
in her community and church. She is a mother and grandmother.
Dream a little Dream
If I Had a Little Dream
No Place Like Home and Dream a Little Dream
Dream a Little Dream

An example of Poe’s melancholic and morbid poetic pieces, "A Dream Within a
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Dream" is a poem that pitifully mourns the passing of time. The poet’s own life,
teeming with depression, alcoholism, and misery, cannot but exemplify the subject
matter and tone of the poem. The constant dilution of reality and fantasy is
detrimental to the poetic speaker’s ability to hold reality in his hands. The quiet
contemplation of the speaker is contrasted with thunderous passing of time that
waits for no man. Edgar Allan Poe (1809-1849) was an American poet, author, and
literary critic. Most famous for his poetry, short stories, and tales of the supernatural,
mysterious, and macabre, he is also regarded as the inventor of the detective genre
and a contributor to the emergence of science fiction, dark romanticism, and weird
fiction. His most famous works include "The Raven" (1945), "The Black Cat" (1943),
and "The Gold-Bug" (1843).
“[A] fantasy adventure that uses the quixotic nature of dreams as a background for a
modern-day pilgrimage of hope.” —Library Journal Nola and Tina are both girls with
problems. They don’t know each other yet, but they will, because each is a Creator,
with the magical ability to turn dreams into reality. It would be a great gift and a
great power—if either knew she had it. But this world is hard on dreamers, whether
they dream true or not. Nola is trapped in a terrible, abusive relationship with a man
she once loved; Tina is an orphan who makes her living on the street. All their
dreams are slowly being ground into dust. It’s a common enough tragedy, a sorrow
and a grief and a shame upon the world, no matter whom it happens to. But when
dreams themselves die, when the great dreamers stop dreaming, whole universes of
imagination are lost. And the land of Nola and Tina’s dreams is fighting back. Into
their miserable everyday world soars Esprit, a winged unicorn dark as the space
between the stars. He is the vessel of Nola’s dreams, come to aid her in her battle
with sordid reality. Following after him comes Prince Michael, whose quest it is to find
the human dreamers who can save his land from ruin.
Dream a Little Dream of MeThe Life of 'Mama' Cass ElliotPan Macmillan
"As a child dreams of all the things in her world that make her happy, she realizes
how fortunate she is to live in the world she does"-Or the Evening Redness in the West
The Silver Trilogy
Dream Another Dream
A Dream Within a Dream
The perfect novella for cold winter nights - the festive sequel to Dream a Little Dream
from the Number One bestseller Sarah's doing great. Okay, her dreams might still be
totally bananas but real life is definitely back on track. She's got a fantastic job, amazing
friends and plans to spend all Christmas wrapped up with Brett, her handsome boyfriend.
But after another night of increasingly bizarre dreams, Sarah wakes to find her housemate
suddenly announcing she's moving out. And later that day Brett begins to act strangely.
He's clearly hiding something - but what? Soon Sarah can't help but wonder if she's living
in a festive nightmare. Will any of her dreams come true for Christmas?
"Over 100 of today's best cartoonists pay tribute to comics' greatest innovator, Winsor
McCay, in one giant book. In this massive, 144-page, 16" x 21" hardcover, many of the
world's finest cartoonists and illustrators have created new Little Nemo in Slumberland
strips, following their own voices down paths lit by McCay. Taking on the same giant,
broadsheet newspaper-sized canvas as McCay, artists such as Michael Allred, Paul Pope,
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Yuko Shimizu, J.H. Williams III, Charles Vess, David Mack, J.G. Jones, Craig Thompson,
Paolo Rivera, Carla Speed McNeil, Bill Sienkiewicz, P. Craig Russell, Ronald Wimberly,
Denis Kitchen, Jill Thompson, Stephen R. Bissette, Gabriel Bá & Fábio Moon, Farel
Dalrymple, John Cassaday, Peter Bagge, Cliff Chiang, and over a hundred more have all
done some of the very best work of their illustrious careers."--Publisher's website,
http://locustmoon.storenvy.com/products/8656665-little-nemo-dream-another-dream,
viewed on December 18, 2014.
An A-Z children's book starting a little brown Border Terrier who taught his owner how
to dream.
"A Beautiful Collection of Nursery Rhymes and Lullabies to play out loud and sing a long"
-- Barnes and Noble. This book plays lullabies. Press the buttons to hear adorable lullabies.
Discover What Your Dreams Reveal about You and Your Life
Sexy Small Town Second Chance Romance
Banjo's Dream
She had a dream & that's why she came to Paris. They have theirs, that's why they are staying
there. No one can promise the date of success...or failure. She saw the sparks of passion in
their eyes...and frustration in some other's broken heart. But Paris is a place for dreamer, she
believe "Act with no regret" that is another key besides a bit of madness. No matter where your
are What you dream...
The greatest white female singer ever' is how Boy George described pop icon Cass Elliot, the
sixties diva who was at the epicentre of US popular culture and music during the Californian
hippy movement. Hailed as America's answer to the Beatles, the Mamas and the Papas' hits
such as 'California Dreamin' and 'Monday Monday' became the soundtrack of a generation.
Cass's uniquely emotive voice, charismatic wit and outsized multicoloured kaftans singled her
out as a popstar who refused to conform to traditional female stereotypes. When she left the
Mamas and the Papas, she immediately had a top ten hit with her debut single, 'Dream a Little
Dream of Me' and became the queen on Los Angeles society. Her Beverly Hills villa was the
scene of legenday parties, becoming the second home of stars such as Jack Nicholson and
Grace Slick, but there was a darker side to her fame - after years of continuous dieting and
drug addiction, she died mysteriously in London at the age of 33. Including interviews with
Cass's friends and family, co-band members Michelle Phillips and Denny Doherty, and many of
the famous names who knew her, this is both an insightful biography of an extraordinary
singer, and a fascinating glimpse into free-living, free-loving ideals of the sixties as the
optimism of the flower-child generation was crushed by the Vietnam War. 'The product of over
100 interviews and four years of research across three continents, it's a fantastic read that
goes way beyond thorough . . . Fiegel's fine, all-encompassing tome restores much of the great
woman's dignity' - Mojo
Starting over yet again when her family moves in with her mother's new boyfriend in London,
Liv begins experiencing fantastical, mysterious dreams about four new classmates who seem
to know her. By the best-selling author of the Ruby Red trilogy. Simultaneous eBook.
Like On a Pale Horse, this second, complete-in-itself novel of the Incarnations of Immortality is
a richly imagined and always fascinating story. And again, Piers Anthony adds to his gripping
plot a serious, though-provoking study of good and evil. When life seemed pointless to Norton,
he accepted the position as the Incarnation of Time, even though it meant living backward from
present to past. The other seemily all-powerful Incarnates of Immortality—Death, Fate, War,
and Nature—made him welcome. Even Satan greeted him with gifts. But he soon discovered
that the gifts were cunning traps. While he had been distracted, he had become enmeshed in a
complex scheme of the Evil One to destroy all that was good. In the end, armed with only the
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Hourglass, Norton was forced to confront the immense power of Satan directly. And though
Satan banished him to Hell, he was resolved to fight on.
Dream a Little
The Life of 'Mama' Cass Elliot
Plants vs. Zombies Volume 19: Dream a Little Scheme
Little Dream

An ominous vision and the discovery of a gruesome corpse lead Sarah Engelmann into a
terrifying encounter with the supernatural in 1913 Salem, Massachusetts. With help from
Alex, an attractive Greek immigrant, Sarah sets out to track the evil to its source, never
guessing that she will take on a conspiracy involving not only a 900-year vampire, but also
a demon-loving Puritan warlock, disgruntled Egyptian gods, and an immortal sorcerer, all
on a quest to recover the holy trumpet of the Archangel Gabriel. Relying on the wisdom of
an elderly vampire hunter, Sarah's rabbi father, and her own disturbing visions, Sarah
must fight a millennia-old battle between unspeakable forces, where the ultimate prize
might be herself.
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